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About This Game

Everything in Spark is rooted in the player's arsenal of destruction--  four bullets that vary in power and speed.

  Whether you are testing your precision and cunning in the Puzzles, your destructive skills in Conquest or your resilience in
Survival; mastering the multitude of combos at your disposal is crucial.

  Blast, Dodge, and Solve your way to the top of the leaderboards to crown yourself the king of Spark.

Conquest
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  Did you ever dream about a world in perfect harmony, with no conflicts or power-hungry tyrants??? Yeah, me neither. That
would be way too boring.

  Time to step up! Crush your foes, and their fearless leaders in Conquest. Elaborate bullet patterns, coordinated enemy
movements, and... BOSS BATTLES.

  Rack up points by blasting everything that shows its ugly mug. Bonus points if you can defeat the final boss. I have to warn you
though; he is a little bit... crabby.

Survival

  Surviving is all the rage right now... It's been trendy since the inception of this beautiful blue planet. Even if trends aren't your
thing, hop aboard the hype train in Survival.

  Your objective is simple: Stay alive as long as possible. Think about it... you've been 100% effective so far IRL. Time to
transition that effectiveness in game.

  Craft combos to clear enemies, collect powerups to help when times get tough, and don't forget your dancing shoes because
you are going to need some fancy footwork to dodge all those bullets.

Puzzles

  Okay... so killing everything isn't your style? Maybe you're more of an intellectual? Don't fret, Ruler of the Riddles... these
Puzzles were made just for you!

  Flex your brain, show off that surgeon-like timing and precision, and solve your way through as many as you can, you Emperor
of Enigma.

  If you want to be the Captain of Conundrum, you're going to have to be fast. It is a race against time.And, I can assure you,
time didn't skip leg day.
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Knightmare Games, Limited
Publisher:
Knightmare Games, Limited
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 340

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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This is very good game. Artstyle and music are astonishing! And even gameplay is very interesting (though at the beginning it
may seems that it will be boring and monotonous then you're realizing that almost each 'chapter' there is new gameplay
mechanic). Game is easy and relatively short (it took 2.5 hours to finish it and get all achievements) but in my opinion short
game is better than big long game with the same mechanic each level.. Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt
Gaming Reviews." I have the most organized and extensive genre lists on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my
recommendations: http://store.steampowered.com/curator/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Out of all the Nickervision Studios games, I found this one the most challenging. It bordered on frustrating for
me because the way you move is so odd. With practice though, this could be rewarding.

I am reccommending it because there's nothing wrong with it being challenging, and someone else may really enjoy the mental
challenge this game offers. I can see myself coming back to it, and practicing to the point that I can properly predict how the
"player" will move when I click. But I would still say this is my least favorite of the Nickervision games - it just didn't appeal to
me right away, nor did I feel great about how I could play it after a bit. It really requires some work to understand where the
pivoting movmenet is going to send you (at least for me). If you're up for a little indie S&M though, get in there bucko ;)
. The game was extremely slow and had huge performance issue on my computer, but the concept was really promising so I kept
trying. Recipe editor is great and it could become a great game. However, at day 3, I got a bug, customers were stuck in a table
and the day never ended, nothing happened anymore.

Thus, I gave up and tried to get a refound, but I couldn't because I played too long. 3 hours to get to day 3: it was so slow, but I
was really trying hard to like the game. I think it needs performance optimization to become a widely available game. My PC is
far from being great, but I still run games like Subnautica without any issue.. I will recommended this game, if there will be
more players. Otherwise not. Currently here 12 people in public chat and most afk. You can't even start low lvl gauntlet for 10
min.
You can still try beat campaign solo though.. Looks like the devs played too much Soldat and Counter Strike. 10\/10. This game
is best described as an artistic exploration expedition.
There are no winning conditions, no goals have to be achieved. Explore the world around you and influence it. It is a bit hard to
understand what you can do in it's world, but the game has it's moments. If you are looking for something besides mainstream
give it a try.. It's a little hard to understand at first, then it's just plain boring.. Very funny game but "Fart in face" ?
Devs are 4 yo ?. Relaxing game.
Lots of building/station structure variety.
Nice to have automatic city development configuration and watch the city develops automatically.
Could develop underground station/depot.. Thought these patches and keyrings were meant to just for people who pre-ordered?
I mean I'm not salty that other people get to enjoy them, that's great for them but kind of sucks we thought we were getting
something exclusive.

Either way these cosmetics are pretty cute so may as well take advantage of the price if you wasn't a sucker who pre-ordered
like me. :)
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Updated Review:
A lot of interesting history reference, you are playing as an advisor to a leader which is a nice twist and a solid tutorial. Been
playing it all morning and I am going to have to create a new game now I think. I kept advising war, now a plague has broken out
in my kingdom and I am running out of people so the armies are shrinking and tax collection is tiny. It does not help the king
does not trust me now. I may try not to be so aggressive in my next game! This game is rather tricky!. There's just not enough of
a game here, even considering the low price. With only one (small) map and one enemy type, you'll be bored very quickly. With
a few more maps, a few more enemy types and some adjustments to the weapons it could probably be quite fun - it would even
justify a higher price, in my opinion, and in this case that would be much preferred.. Very similar to Adr1ft, but with VR
support on board. Steering with keyboard is a bit dificult. It's hard to balance with a rotation, and I do not even try to touch
mouse. Looking forward to try multiplayer mode. Unfortunately I cannot join session with other player.. It's like a ♥♥♥♥♥♥
mobile game put on steam. Get this trash off the store please.. Painful. Basic premise is mankiind evolved from mouse poop.
Game makes a pretty fair case for just that.. 09-28-2016 \u2013 picked this game up today and messed around with it for a few
moments. And already I have to say I like it and it has a lot of potential, but it still needs a lot of work, especially the UI and
controls. So with that being said I think ill hold onto the game and see where it goes as far as progress.

SEASON 2!:
Welcome to Season 2 of Spark! Spark has been updated and should be much easier for everyone.

I have reset the leaderboards so it is fair game for everyone after the gameplay changes. Maybe this season someone will beat
the final boss in Conquest.

Also, congrats to these players who have forever been immortalized in the in-game credits for their performance in Season 1.

Season 1 Champion: Some1xx. Patch 1.0.1:
Hello Everyone!

I know there have been some issues, mostly revolving around scores entering and events triggering within the Steam API. So i've
been working at fixing some of the more important issues, here is a list of what's been worked on. Please if you have any issues
or suggestions drop them in the forums or contact me directly on Discord[discord.gg].

Normalized Puzzle Scores so they have an equal impact on Total Score

Fixed it forcing tutorial every time you log in. You should just have to exit it one more time! (Really sorry for this)

Updating scores in all modes more consistently.

Fixed small visual issues with Green + Yellow combos

There's alot more i need to fix and tweak so i'll likely have more changes in by the end of the week. Hope you are enjoying
yourselves in the meantime. Seriously if anything comes up please let us know so i can fix it ASAP!

We are REALLY happy to have finally released the game. We are planning on continually improving/adding to the game for a
while. Thanks so much for playing!

Cheers.

Ecky. Patch 1.1.0:
Hello Everyone!

We still have had some issues with the leaderboards. That is a high priority for me, and i am hoping these changes will fix the
issue entirely, but let me know if it does not! Also some quality of life changes, balance changes to the sharks and dolphins, and
some achievements are now... uh... achieveable. Please if you have any issues or suggestions drop them in the forums or contact
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me directly on Discord[discord.gg].

 Fixed another bug with scores not submitting consistently to the Steam Leaderboards.

 Now shows when you have set a new PR in the post game lobby.

 Scores in game now have commas!

 Fixed bug with first boss explosion SFX.

 Nerfed probabilities multiple sharks spawn in the late game.

 Nerfed health of Sharks.

 Nerfed probabilities of Dolphin spawning early game.

 Fixed Conquest Achievements

You can catch me on Twitch[www.twitch.tv], if you want to see me working on patches or failing at climbing the leaderboards.

Cheers.

Ecky. Patch 1.2.0:
Hello Everyone!

Noobs rejoice! Today is the day Spark got a whole lot easier. Based on data and some feedback from players... it appers things
were WAY too hard. Especially for those who have never seen or played Spark before release. In this patch, the difficulty curve
has been smoothed out in Conquest and Survival. Expect to be able to survive much longer than before, and hopefully get some
higher scores! If you think it still needs to be tuned down or tuned up, don't hesitate to drop a suggestion. We are all ears. In the
meantime, I hope you guys enjoy yourselves much more!

PRO TIP: Focus on the combos!

Please if you have any issues or suggestions drop them in the forums or contact me directly on Discord[discord.gg].

 Reduced difficulty of first section of Conquest

 Reduced difficulty of first boss.

 Reduced difficulty of second section of Conquest

 Defeated bosses now give +1 HP

 Smoothed out difficulty curve in survival mode so it takes much longer to get to the more difficult mobs.

 Switched the positioning of Survival in the play list to be the top. New players should have an easier and more
entertaining time learning the combos if they are under less pressure and have the help of powerups. We saw too may
people giving up on the game entirely after playing only Conquest. We hope to see players stick around longer with this
change.

You can catch me on Twitch[www.twitch.tv], if you want to see me working on patches or failing at climbing the leaderboards.
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Please if you put a decent amount of time into the game and have any feedback on how we can improve the game, leave a
review. It helps me a ton to know where to focus on continuing development.

Cheers.

Ecky. Kickstarter now live!:
We just launched a Kickstarter[kck.st] for our next game Last Call for Alcohol. It is a drinking card game with a game-manager
mobile app. If any of you are interested we really appreciated the support.

If you haven't heard. We also announced Spark 2 and GDC2019 and will have a Steam store page and a demo up this month!

Cheers

Ecky. The Future of Spark:
Hello Everyone!

With the last patch, we have not received any reports of leaderboard malfunctions anymore, so hopefully that is all in check.
Yippey! Please if you have any issues or suggestions drop them in the forums or contact me directly on Discord[discord.gg].
The only way for me to know about a problem and fix it is if you report it to us.

So what's next?

Well, that is kind of where you guys come in... I have some quality of life changes I want to patch in. I am going to reorder the
menu so that Survival is the first game mode you choose, Conquest is much more difficult and can lead to a more frustrating
experience if you haven't quite grasped the combo system. Survival is much more forgiving with the early intensity and use of
power ups. There have been some ideas about listing combos in the pause menu, helping align combos with for the player
automatically while moving, and straight nerfing the early stages of conquest. So be on the lookout for thing like that in the next
patch. But other than that we have no real major plans unless you guys voice something.

.... And beyond that.

Well, we have more games we would like to make, and are going to start development on those soon. That doesn't mean I will
not be fixing things here in Spark and checking up on things here, but that might mean any larger features will be put on hold
for Spark 2! If you think there is something you really want in the game before we start our next project, please reach out to
me!

On behalf of everyone who worked on Spark, I want to thank the people who have played this game, and anyone who plays it in
the future.It means the world to us to see you guys enjoying the game.

You can catch me on Twitch[www.twitch.tv], if you want to see me working on patches or failing at climbing the leaderboards.

Cheers.

Ecky. Survival Highscore Competition:

Survival Highscore Competition
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